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This document specifically addresses a subset of interesting netflow
export situations to an ntop netflow collector installed on Fedora Core 3
Linux.

Why ntop and netflow collection?  There are many tools for
gathering data for network troubleshooting.  MRTG can monitor
interfaces, bandwidth, and snmp counters such as CPU and memory
usage.  Nagios can monitor node availability.  Syslog can give detailed
information for troubleshooting. NBAR can help classify traffic.  And
network sniffing can give a very detailed profile of network traffic and
captures are invaluable tools to help troubleshoot network problems.
Netflow and Ntop can provide facets of several tools and can be
implemented in situations where other tools can not reliably be used.

Ntop is excellent for summarizing netflow information.  Ntop
reports can give bandwidth summaries.  Ntop can classify traffic and
provide network profile.  And Ntop can also allow you to get a detailed
profile of network traffic. By using netflow, Ntop can help classify and
profile network traffic on networks where spanning ports or sniffing
may not be feasible due to scale or network architecture. 

Installing ntop on a Fedora Core 3 Server

First, install ntop on a Fedora Core 3 server.

For ease of maintenance and installation, download the binary RPMs
from Sourceforge:

http://sourceforge.net/project/showfiles.php?group_id=17233&package_id=
13248

The FC 2 RPMs will work on FC 3.  Fedora should be binary
compatible backward and forward one version (more than that and you
are asking for trouble).



To install the rpm as root:

rpm ivh ntop*

Then, copy the sample config to the location of the real config:

cp /etc/ntop.conf/sample /etc/ntop.conf

Edit the ntop.conf file.

If  ntop is not capturing packets and is just being used as a
netflow collector, change the interface listened on to none. Netflow
only collection can help show the network traffic patterns when taps or
spans aren't helping or available. Just copy the line “#? --interface
none” and paste it in, then remove the “#?” that comments out the line:

interface none

Next, change the  “-m local subnets”  to include the network
addresses that ntop should regard as local. This example includes the
10.x.x.x network and multicast traffic as local:

m 10.0.0.0/8,224.0.0.0/4

This should be all the changes needed to the config file.  Check the
config thoroughly to make sure it reflects the  environment.

Before running ntop, setup the ntop admin user password. This
password will be used for the web interface.  Run the following
command and follow the prompts:

/usr/bin/ntop P /usr/share/ntop u ntop A

Document the password.  Installation and initial configuration is now
complete.

It is time to start ntop (these commands are Redhat/Fedora specific and
may not be available on other linux variants):

/etc/init.d/ntop start

or 
service ntop start

Next, make sure ntop starts at boot (these commands are
Redhat/Fedora specific and may not be available on other linux
variants):

chkconfig ntop on



If this succeeds, ntop is installed and running correctly.  Check to
see if the ntop web page is being served.  Use a web browser to go to
the ntop server's ip address or hostname and append port 3000 (if the
port the webserver is listening is not 3000 in the configuration file, use
the new port instead):

http://ntop.domain.local:3000

Configuring NTOP

To configure ntop and netflow collection, use a web browser (firefox
works) and connect to the ntop server:

http://ntop.domain.local:3000

As a pdf, this document includes pictures that will make it easier to
understand than the text file version.

Click Admin: plugins (type in the web admin password). 

Admin-plugins



This should display the plugin page shown below:

Then, in the column labeled “active click to toggle” where it meets the
netflow row (where the second “yes” is in the figure above)- click the
word “no” to toggle the plugin active.  The screen should look like the
picture above now and there should be a “Yes” in that square.

Then click netflow in the configure column.  



This should display the following screen:

On this screen, add a netflow device for each netflow router or switch.
Click the button labeled “Add NetFlow Device” and then proceed to the
following instructions.

Fill in the following required fields.  After filling in each field,
click the set button following that field.  If the set button is not clicked,
that setting will be lost or not changed.  Don't forget to click “set”
after each field. The following are the minimum required fields:

Device: any useful name, the hostname of the netflow switch is
recommended.

Port: 2055 is the normal netflow port, if there is only one device
sending flows to ntop, use 2055.  If you are having multiple devices that
you want to keep separate, then use a different port for each one. 

Netflow address: use the interface address, or just put in a subnet for



what ntop should regard as local (192.168.1.0/24, 10.0.0.0/8 or
whatever).  This may be redundant with the -m in the config file.

The rest of the settings may need adjustment, but for a basic
netflow collector, that is all that is needed.  Example of configuring
netflow plugin: 

Cisco device configuration:
      Check Cisco's latest document for the specific version IOS and
hardware that netflow will be enabled on.  Sup720 MSFCs  are
automatically in CEF mode.  But to do netflow on other hardware such
as routers, the equipment willl need to be in CEF mode.  Here is a
sample of configuration needed for a 6509 with  sup720s:

ip flowcache timeout active 5
ip flowcache featureaccelerate
mls ip multicast flowstattimer 9
mls flow ip full
no mls flow ipv6
ip flowexport version 5
ip flowexport destination 10.10.10.10 2055
mls nde sender version 5 



This will send flows to the ntop collector at 10.10.10.10 on port
2055.  If a subset of the traffic is all that is required, use “mls flow ip ?”
to display help on specifying subsets (not subnets).  You can also limit
netflow data to data from a certain interface:

int vlan 2
 ip routecache flow
 mls netflow sampling

Router configuration:

On a router  the NDE portion (network data export) is not needed.
CEF however is required for netflow according to documentation for
IOS 12.2 and 12.3.  The following works on an 831 (and also on a 1750)
running 12.2 train IOS:

ip cef
ip flowcache timeout active 5
ip flowexport version 5
ip flowexport destination 10.10.10.10 2055

And then, if needed, turn netflow on the interface desired:

int s 0/0:0
ip routecache flow

int fa 0/0 
ip routecache flow

If traffic is flowing through the devices, ntop should be reporting
information.  Check the webpage.  If you have multiple netflow
collectors, use the “Switch NIC” button to view the other collectors'
statistics.

Confirmation and Troubleshooting
Once the netflow export is configured on the router or switch,

test and verify that ntop is seeing flows correctly and that the server is
receiving them.  If ntop is not showing any data, verify receipt of the
flow on the linux box.  Assuming the netflow is going to port 2055, that
is the default netflow port, you can use “tcpdump” to just show traffic
to and from port 2055:

tcpdump udp port 2055 

If “tcpdump” is installed, there should be plenty of data from the
router or switch.  If no data is shown, the netflow data is not reaching
the linux box to be decoded.  If you see data in the tcpdump output, but



nothing in ntop, the netflow plugin is probably not configured properly,
ntop is not running or you have an iptables/firewall blocking the traffic.

To check to see if ntop is running:

service ntop status

Then, make sure it is listening on the correct port :

netstat an | grep 2055

Substitute any port you are sending to in place of 2055.  It is
beyond the scope of this document to troubleshoot iptables, but as a
quick test disable the firewall if the security situation permits:

service iptables stop

or
/etc/init.d/iptables stop

Performance notes:
Monitoring gigabit networks with ntop (or monitoring on routers

that are already cpu taxed) can cause performance issues on the
network device and on the linux box.  If you don't performance baseline
your network equipment, it is a good idea to do so.  Here are some easy
steps to baseline just for the impact of ntop.

Run an application to measure performance like “top” on the
linux box before you turn on ntop and again after you turn it on.  Make
some notes so you have a baseline for before and after.   You can cause
some CPU load on a box with too much netflow data going to it.

Likewise do a "show proc cpu hist" or “show proc” on the router
(or similar) before and after turning netflow on.  Make notes. Sending
the netflow data takes a certain amount of CPU power and bandwidth,
so baseline performance before and after starting it.  Ignore these
instructions if there already is a baseline for performance of the
network equipment and linux boxes.

If ntop is using up too much ram and failing, which can happen
when monitoring large networks or too many hosts (like keeping track
of all internet connections), then tune the tracked hosts down by
limiting tracking to local hosts (you can include non-local hosts in the
local hosts statement to continue tracking interesting ip addresses).



In /etc/ntop.conf uncomment the line:

tracklocalhosts

Conclusion
Hopefully this guide helps implementation of netflow collection

from Cisco IOS based products. Netflow can be an excellent tool for
classifying and profiling networks.  Ntop can help make sense of the
netflow data, which can make troubleshooting and administration of a
network easier.


